The LAC can help new and incoming students prepare for their assessment test. Let us help you with the Reading, Math, and English, so you can get the best scores possible. The appointments are an hour long and involve using personal tutoring and online study preparation that is one-to-one.

What You Need to Do to Prepare:

Check Out The Assessment Center’s Resources Page;

To Make an Appointment for Help From the LAC Follow the Steps Below:

**HOW TO SCHEDULE FOR A TUTORING SESSION OR WORKSHOP:**

There are two ways to schedule an appointment.

You can come to visit the Learning Assistance Center located in the LRC, Rm. LR-114, *anytime as detailed in our “Hours of Operation”; or simply call it in, our direct phone number is (562) 908-3418. Our friendly desk staff will help you to receive the help you need!

*Please call 24 hrs. in advance of the day for the tutoring or workshop, and remember - invite classmates and make it a group!

*Instructors feel free to bring a group down and one of our instructional assistants will give a brief overview of the labs services in person!